Organizational Change Management, Training

The Power
of 120 Custom
Courses

“We had many legacy
applications that had
served us well, but were
becoming difficult to
support and limited our
ability to adapt and grow.
We needed to make a major
transformation.”
Don Wehrly,
Vice President and CIO
Marathon Petroleum 		
Corporation

Marathon Petroleum Corporation (MPC), a Fortune 25 company, is the
fourth largest U.S. refiner and largest in the Midwest, with approximately
46,000 employees. Its operations include a seven-plant refining network, a
comprehensive terminal and transportation system, and extensive wholesale
and retail marketing operations.

The Challenge
MPC undertook a major business transformation initiative to achieve several key
objectives:
• Standardize business applications to streamline processes for quicker, 		
		 more informed decisions.
• Replace more than 65 aging technology systems that were at risk
		 of not being supported or adapted for future business.
• Improve its ability to grow by enhancing the assimilation process for 		
		 new acquisitions.

MPC chose to implement SAP as a standardized platform to help achieve a
more competitive position in the industry. The business transformation initiative
included three separate projects:
• Core Financial and Purchase-to-Pay systems to be aligned with
		 business priorities and strategies.
“We needed the flexibility
to choose effective system
integrators without having
to also question their relative
change readiness
capabilities. Our goal was
to find a change readiness
partner that could focus on
the people aspect of the
upcoming changes so the
integrators could focus on
developing the technology.”
Ron Fortman,
IT Strategy & Major Projects
Marathon Petroleum
Corporation

•
		
		
		
		

Plant Maintenance, Inventory Management, and Warehouse 			
Management systems to transform work order processing and
inventory management into a more effective, integrated solution to 		
meet current and future needs for repairs, preventive maintenance,
and compliance reporting.

• Master Data Management system to ensure related business 			
		 information is consistent and accurate.

Our Solution
Abreon developed a comprehensive change readiness and training approach. The
transformation would have a significant impact on all affected business processes,
transactions, and employees’ roles – first among key procurement and financial
business functions, followed by multiple launches across refining, pipeline, retail,
and terminal operations.
Based on the tremendous size and scope of these projects, plus the diversity of
business units, locations, and stakeholders involved, Abreon was uniquely qualified
to bring its broad range of expertise and focus on change readiness.

Scope of the
Transformation
More than 8,000 employees trained at:
• MPC & Speedway Corporate Offices
• 7 Refineries
• 16 Pipeline Area Offices
• More than 75 Light Product
& Asphalt Terminal Locations
• Various Marine Locations
The scope of this transition also required the involvement of multiple system
integrators and additional vendors, which could potentially lead to different
approaches to change readiness. Abreon brought consistency to the change
readiness process and delivery across the multiple projects.
Abreon’s experience, consistent approach, and ability to adjust to changing
circumstances provided additional value when MPC acquired a new refinery and
integrated it into the existing MPC environment. The change readiness model
Abreon implemented was leveraged to enable the transition to MPC’s SAP
processes and other IT systems.

The Results
Abreon provided a full range of services – including change readiness, education
development, and training – throughout the entire duration of this long-term
engagement.

Training Statistics
• 31 eLearning courses
• 89 instructor-led courses
• More than 500 unique
hours of instruction

Initial work included gaining leadership alignment across the affected business
units, defining the changes in business functions, and working closely with
MPC’s security team to manage a role-mapping approach that ensured diverse
groups of end users would be ready to use the systems to do their jobs. Across
the organization, super users were identified, trained, and prepared for their
roles in training end users and providing long-term support. Surveys conducted
at intervals before and after launch dates were used to gauge locations’
readiness for implementation and identify gaps that could be addressed quickly.
A communication plan that spanned multiple means of delivery kept all key
audiences informed of developments and what they could expect.

• 32 instructors paired with
MPC instructors/subject
matter experts to deliver
training

Abreon developed a role-based education program that met a variety of system,
operational, and workforce requirements. These activities included:
• Process documentation that led to development of more than 500 total 		
		 hours of effective, reusable eLearning and instructor-led training courses, 		
		 plus preparation of training guides, job aids, and other tools.
• A flexible approach to the learning track, course catalog, and schedules 		
		 that enabled MPC to maximize learning for thousands of end users, while
		 minimizing time away from their jobs.
• Integration of courses and training materials with MPC’s learning 			
		 management system, plus training support for system administrators.
• Installation and development of uPerform to maximize training support 		
		 and long-term knowledge transfer.
• Dynamic scheduling process to accommodate changes in end user 		
		 populations, local operating requirements, and adverse weather conditions.
For more information about Abreon, call us at 1.800.338.5185
or visit www.abreon.com.

“The training of our
employees played an
important role in our
successful rollout.
Employees were able
to receive hands-on
experience with the system,
which greatly enhanced
their understanding
and contributed to its
effectiveness. For example,
87 percent of employees
trained rated their
satisfaction with training
as positive, versus 3
percent negative.”
Vince Petrella,
Change Readiness Manager
Marathon Petroleum
Corporation
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More about Marathon Petroleum Corporation
Marathon Petroleum Corporation (MPC), together with its subsidiaries, including
Marathon Petroleum Company LP, Speedway LLC, and MPLX LP, is one of the
largest petroleum product refiners, marketers, and transporters in the United
States. MPC’s refining, marketing, and transportation operations are concentrated
primarily in the Midwest, Gulf Coast, and Southeast regions of the U.S. MPC
operations include a seven-plant refining network, a comprehensive terminal and
transportation system, and extensive wholesale and retail marketing operations.
This includes both the Marathon Brand and MPC’s wholly owned retail marketing
subsidiary, Speedway LLC, the nation’s fourth-largest chain of company-owned and
operated retail gasoline and convenience stores.

More about Abreon
With over 30 years of experience implementing change for the Fortune 5000,
Abreon transforms organizations by empowering their people to embrace the
benefits of change. Our people-centric approach employs customized strategies
that align, engage and educate people as they navigate change to produce
measurable results. With more than 250 credentialed consultants, Abreon has the
experience, talent and change agents to move your people forward.

